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After the Csorna de Kőrös Bicentenary Sympsium organized in Visegrád, 1984 by the 
Csorna de Kőrös Society of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and by the Inner 
Asian Department of the L. Eötvös University of Budapest, the Library of the Hunga­
rian Academy of Sciences decided to continue this Bulletin of information concerning 
Tibetan and Inner Asian as well as Buddhist studies in Hungary and elsewhere. Its aim 
is to furnish scholars of the field with news in the period between our meetings and to 
publish bibliographical and other materials, short communications as well as reviews.
The Bulletin which was first issued following the wish of the participants of the Csorna 
de Kőrös Memorial Symposium in Mátrafüred (1976) was welcomed by many 
colleagues, nevertheless, due to some technical reasons, the present number compiled 
by J. Térjék (then Secretary General of the Csorna de Kőrös Society) assisted by J. 
Szerb (then in the Research Group for Altaic Studies, Budapest, now in Vienna) is 
published with a great delay.
The Editors hope to be able to run the Bulletin as a regular yearly publication.
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ALLEN, M. R., Kumari or „virgin” worship in Kathmandu valley, Contributions to
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pp. 80—94.
ALLEN, N. J., Nepali terms, M~NS 11 (1976), p. 284.
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helps explain rise of Tibetan Plateau, China Reconstructs 25/10 (1976), pp. 
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ANONYM, Tilaurakot — the ancient city of Kapilavastu, Voice o f  History 2 (1976), pp.
116-122. [BAS 1979(1976), n. 17460.]
ANONYM, The National Development Service (NDS) of Nepal: higher educations
amidst the realities of rural work and living, Education in Asia 10 (1976), 
pp. 8 -10 . [BAS 1979 (1976), n. 17430.]
ANONYM, Nepal school buildings, Bulletin o f  the UNESCO Regional Office for
Education in Asia 17 (1976), pp. 89-97 . [BAS 1979 (1976), n. 17429.]
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AOKI, T., Stoppage of the project of inviting Dalai Lama in 1640 (in Jap.), Egami
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ARIS, M., Report on the University of California expedition to Kutang and Nubri in 
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(1978) , pp. 398-400.
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186.
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AUBIN, Р. (rev.), W. Heissig: Mongolistik an deutschen Universitäten, TP 61 (1975), 
pp. 198-203.
AUBIN, P. (rev.), B. Hayit: Turkestan zwischen Russland und China, TP 61 (1975), pp. 
210-214.
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(1975), pp. 201—202.
AUBIN, F. (rev.), M. Granet: The religion of the Chinese people, ASSR  40 (1975), pp. 
219-220.
AUBIN, F. (rev.), F. Lessing: Ritual and symbol, ASSR  46 (1978), pp. 270—271.
AUBIN, F. (rev.), L. W. Moses: The political role of Mongol Buddhism, ASSR  46 (1978), 
pp. 285—286.
AUBIN, F. (rev.), Etudes mongoles et sibériennes, ASSR  47 (1979), pp. 251—252. 
AUBIN, F. (rev.), A. Macdonald -  Y. Imaeda (eds.): Essais sur l’art du Tibet, ASSR  47
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AUBIN, F. (rev.), St. E. Nauman: Dictionary of Asian philosophies, ASSR  47 (1979), 
pp. 284-285.
AUBIN, F. (rev.),jV. L. Zhukovskaja: Lamaizm i rannie formy religii, ASSA 47(1979), 
pp. 314-315.
AZIZ, B. N., Views from the monastery kitchen, A 4 (1976), pp. 155—167.
AZIZ, B. N.. Indian philosophers as Tibetan folk hero legend of Lángkor: A new source 
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BAILEY, F. G. (rev.), L. Caplan: Administration and politics in a Nepalese town: the
study of a district capital and its environs, M—NS 11 (1976), pp. 135—136. 
BAILEY, H. W., Khotan Saka metal and mineral names, SO 47 (1977), pp. 19—23. 
BAITCHURA, U. Sh., Nicholas N. Poppe as the greatest Russian philologist-orientalist 
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BANCK, W., Verzeichnis der mehrsprachigen Steininschriften in der Bibliothek der
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BANCK, W., Eine ethnographische Aufzeichnung zu den Mongolen, ZAS 13 (1979), 
pp. 269—280.
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